
HIGH-PERFORMANCE

HIGH BAYS



LED High Bay Pendant
HP Series (Gen 2)

The LED High Bay Pendant blends exceptional performance 
with premium aesthetics to suit a wide range of commercial 
and industrial lighting applications. Engineered for maximum 
durability and reliability in challenging environments, the HP 
pendant saves 60 percent energy vs. HID and fluorescent  
fixtures, and delivers 100,000 hours of lumen maintenance  
under the protection of MaxLite’s five-year or optional  
10-year limited warranty. Available options include diffused  
lens, polycarbonate shade with drop lens, and motion sensor,  
and emergency battery backup.

Features:

  • Provides up to 28,500 lm at 158 lm/W

  • Replaces up to 600W

  • Beam angle 105°

  • Polycarbonate shade with drop lens optional
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LED Linear High Bay
HL Series (Gen 2)

Uniquely compact and adaptable, the HL Linear High Bay 
delivers the lumen output of a traditional 600-watt high 
output fixture in a form factor one-quarter the size. 
The HL Linear High Bay measures just 14” x 24”, comes 
standard with a wide beam distribution, and has the option 
for emergency battery backup, various motion sensor options, 
and numerous mounting options and accessories for optimal 
function and appearance. Other high bays may offer some of 
these features, but the HL Linear High Bay accomplishes all of 
this in a much smaller package.

Features::

  • Provides up to 26,600 lm at 150 lm/W

  • Wide lens distribution

  • Frosted lens standard

  • Dimensions: 24.2”x13.7”x3”



CUTTING-EDGE OPTICS PREMIUM APPEARANCE THERMAL MANAGEMENT

High-transmission polycarbonate 
diffuser delivers exceptional 
light output with minimal glare, 
enhancing safety and visual 
comfort.

Slim profile measures less than 
five inches, for a strikingly clean 
and unobtrusive aesthetic, even 
while including an integrated 
sensor.

Patent-pending thermal 
management delivers maximum 
performance in temperatures  
up to 50° C.

FIRST, CHOOSE YOUR WATTAGE:

THEN, CHOOSE YOUR OPTIONS:

FINALLY, CHOOSE YOUR ACCESSORIES:

VOLTAGE LENSES COLOR 
TEMPS

BATTERY SENSORS CORDS AND PLUGS 

120-277V COMES STANDARD FROSTED LENS
COMES STANDARD

MSC REQUIRES REMOTE

HP SERIES COMMON ACCESSORIES

HL SERIES
MODULAR WIRING

MSC SENSOR REMOTE

90W
175W EQUIVALENCY

up to 13,300 lm

130W
250W EQUIVALENCY

up to 19,700 lm

160W
400W EQUIVALENCY

up to 24,600 lm

185W
600W EQUIVALENCY

up to 28,500 lm

10’ Modular Wiring Drop 
(120V) OR (277/480V)

120V 277V

347V 480V

120V

347V

277V

480V

BATTERY 
BACKUP

BI-LEVEL
MOTION SENSOR

ON/OFF
MOTION SENSOR

DAYLIGHT
HARVESTING

HIGH FREQUENCY
BI-LEVEL

MOTION SENSOR

EM

MSV

MSO MSC

MSM

4000K

5000K

FROSTED
LENS

NO
LENS

SHADE

WIRE GUARD

DROP LENS

SURFACE MOUNT

SURFACE MOUNTWIRE GUARD

CABLE KITS
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MaxLite has provided 
certified energy-efficient 
lighting solutions to the 
commercial, industrial and 
residential building markets 
since 1993. We are a five-
time recipient of the 
prestigious ENERGY STAR® 
Partner of the Year Award 
for our industry leadership, 
and continue to be at the 
forefront of energy efficient 
technologies through the 
innovative research and 
development capabilities 
of our teams and facilities 
in New Jersey, California 
and Indiana.

Our products undergo 
rigorous product testing 
and verification by our 
NVLAP-accredited 
photometry laboratory 
(Caldwell Independent 
Testing Laboratories), and 
safety testing laboratory 
(Ocean Laboratories), 
a UL Third-Party Test 
Data Program participant.

Products must be registered 
within 90 days of purchase 
or 30 days of installation 
(whichever comes first). 
Exclusions and limitations 
apply. Complete terms and  
conditions are available at 
MaxLite.com/warranties.

MaxLite keeps its products 
in stock and available for 
immediate purchase and 
delivery on standard orders. 

All accessories and 
additional options are 
considered special order. 
Check MaxLite for stock.

MaxLite supports its 
products with the highest 
standards of quality 
assurance and customer 
support. 

Most MaxLite LED products 
are certified by ENERGY 
STAR® or DesignLights 
Consortium® (DLC), 
rendering them eligible 
for utility rebate programs. 

We work with our customers 
to ensure our products meet 
their installation goals, and 
remain by their sides long 
after. MaxLite provides a 
full range of complimentary 
services, including: 

  • Facility audits     
  • Lighting layouts     
  • ROI calculations   
  • Technical support
  • Utility rebate assistance    
  • Lifetime product support

1993 20181993               2018

25 YEARS OF
LIGHTING EXPERTISE

10-YEAR WARRANTY 
- LABOR INCLUDED

PERSONALIZED
SERVICEFAST DELIVERY CERTIFICATIONS 

12 York Ave.
West Caldwell, NJ 07006
T: 1-800-555-5629 
F: 973-244-7333
www.maxlite.com

Item #HBFAMBRO
Order Code: 101787

MORE LED HIGH BAY SOLUTIONS FROM MAXLITE

ECO Series High Bay
The Economic High Bay Series is a cost-effective and quality  
solution for lighting warehouses, distribution centers, 
manufacturing facilities, big box retailers, and other industrial 
applications. A dimmable and compact product, it delivers 
a high lumen output to replace both traditional fluorescent and 
HID high bay fixtures. Cable, pendant and surface mounting 
options enable the high bay to be customized to meet virtually 
any lighting requirement. Available in 5 wattages from 90W  
to 321W, the BLHE replaces up to 1000W HID.

FEATURES:
  • Dimmable product
  • Operating temperature -20°C to 50°C (-4°F to 122°F)
  • Suitable for Damp locations
  • L70 lumen maintenance of 50,000 hours
  • Translucent lens standard to minimize glare
  • V hook and 40” chain mount standard, included additional  
     mounting options available
  • Field installable battery backup unit
  • 5 year limited warranty
  • Remote control required for commissioning of sensor

StaxMAXTM High Bay
Ideal for car dealerships, sports parks, golf driving ranges,
facades, and general area and high bay applications, the  
StaxMAXTM is a unique and flexible system, comprised of  
self-contained modular elements, allowing variability in both 
lumen output and light distributions. The StaxMAXTM can be 
specified in one-, two- or three- 135-watt module configurations, 
where each module can have one of three available optical 
distributions. In total, the StaxMAXTM is capable of replacing 
up to 1500W metal halide fixtures.

FEATURES:
  • From 11,760 lumens up to 37,000 lumens
  • Modular housing design – up to three modules can be  combined
  • 22-, 55- and 120-degree open beam for various types of applications
  • IP66-rated
  • Discreet J-Box on each frame enables easy field install
  • Standard 0-10V dimming available on 120-277V models;  
     347-480V non-dimming models available
  • ≥75,000 hour life (L70)
  • Multiple circuits on each module guard against full module light outage
  • 4Kv driver integral surge protection standard; 20KV surge  
    protection available
  • Heaviest configuration conforms to ANSI C136.31 3G vibration   
     rating standards
  • 5 year limited warranty
  • Suitable for natatorium environment


